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Ab s t r a c t

Tfaditionally, critical analyses of Sylvia Plath's
Arie1 have focused on Plath's psychological history, linking

biographical details with interpretation.

The danger in

suc^h discourse is the limitation forced on the reading

experience; the poetry becomes over-determined.
Theories of reader-response criticism offer an alterna

tive way to read Ar^el_.

By examining the poetry through

Stanley Fish's theory of the "interpretive community," one
which privileges the reader and frees her to participate in
her own "creation" of the text, and taking into account as
well the theories of Neil Fraistat, theories which

address

the rhetorical significance of sequence and order in poetry
0

collections, while also considering the feminist theory of
Patrocihio P. Schweickart, one which seeks to "marry"
re a

der-response and feminist critic ism in order to establish

a

Oman's theory of reading, we make Ariel the community

y.

"st ory"

rather than one unique to Plath.

By admitting the feminine reader into the reading
experience, we go beyond simply opening the text, we free
it.

read in the way biographical critics suggest, is

a limited experience, becoming little more than a case study,
of one woman's psychosis.

and despair.

The story becomes one of anger

But with the gentling touch of the feminine

reader, the poems shed the limiting interpretations of the
biographical criticism and become what they truly are:

become art.
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Introduction

SyIvia Pla th's

^ posthumous voluine•

This fact

has influenced critics more than anything that is actually
contained between the covers of the text.

It has influ

enced them more than the poems themselves because Sylvia
P1a th t o ok her own life one we ek afte r she wrote several of

the poems that appear in the collection.

When the text was

published in 1966, three years after Plath had died, critics

1eaped on it 1ike vultures on carrion, producing one inter-

p re tation after another based on the knowledge that the poet
had died at her own hand.

Lynda K. Bundstzen says of this

early critical activity:

The rubric "confessional poetry" often substituted for
detailed examination of the poems.

One might expect

from this dearth of explanationthat ArieL is a
straightforward self-revelation where the outlines of

P1ath's 1ife are exposed with bold clarity.

In fact,

it is an extremely difficult volume, and many critics
s t atements about its overall meaning turn out to be

based on a hand ful of poems and on lines and phrases
quo ted

out of context.

(1)

I agree with Bunds tzen Vs assessment; personal exper-

.

ience has shown me that it is possible to read Plath's po
ems, even the poems of the posthumous Ariel, without at

tributing the voice in them exclusively to the author, to

Plath.

And this is the fo cus of my es say--an exam in a t ion of

■:■ ■

''i '

v;

how

is traditionally read and how it might be read

■otherw-ise,. ■

My thesis has

two parts:

The first is a theoretical

discussion of reading and interpretation, with a fodus on

Arie^,

I introduce the reader-response theories of Stanley

Fish into this discussion,

of

theories

that

seem to me--because

the soundness of Fish's theory of the interpretiye com

munity--to best represent the interests of

the reader.

also examine the theory of Neil Frais tat —one that

into consideration the rhetorical significance of
and order in collections of poetry.

I

takes

sequence

And to these critical

theories I add those of Patrocinio P. Schweickart, who seeks

to "marry" the critical posit ions of both reader-response
c r itic s

and

feminist

critics

in

order

to

es tablish

a

woman's

theory of reading--a theory that will es t ablish not only the
r e a d er's role in lit erature but
the

woman

reader

as

the gender-spec ific role of

well.

The second part of my thes is is a reading of Ariel
based on the theoretical assumptions drawn in the first

part.

This reading differs from other readings of Ariel in

that my reading does not

focus upon Plath as the narrator.

The focus is on the role of the reader in creating the expe
rience and, more specifically, the role of
reader in that creation.

the feminine

11 recognizes the dis tinc t ive

reading strategies that women, as members of a feminine in

terpretive community, bring to any reading experience,
strategies t h at inelude a tendency to value r el a tion s h ip s ,

aboy e autonomous ac t ion> t endenc ies colored by an attentrion
to the needs of characters and the arbitrating influences

nee essa ry to maintain rela tiohahips and flil fill need s.

reading of Arie]^ reflects these strategies, and my

MyX 

/

interpretation of the collection as a whole differs;from

those interpretations the early critics produced.

My

reading is based not only on these gender-specific

:

strategies but on One more traditional; I read the poems of
Ariel in order, much in the same way I might read a sohnet
sequence.

This strategy^ combined with others from those in

my interpretive community, produces my unique reading of
Ar^e^.

^

■ '■

I choose to concentrate my study of Plath on Ariel

rather thar other collections of her poetry for two reasons:
First, bec ause biographic al c ritic s have read Ariel as a

chronicle of Plath's breakdown, and they have come to this

interpretation by reading the p oems c h r o n o1o gic a11y, I wish
to structure my reading as they h av e s true tured theirs;

since my intention is to challenge the exclusive validity of

their interpretation, it seems only fair that my reading

foilow a similar course.

I have also 1imited my reading to

Ariel because this is the c oilection that c ontains the more

intense and vocal poems, the ''screechers" upon which much of

Plath's reputation as an hysteric is based.

To examine the

less-c ritic ized poems of, say, The^Co1oS£U£, would be some- .
thing of a "cop-out."

Again, if I intend to challenge the

privileged position of the traditional c ommunity of Plath :

3

^

critic s, I tnus t deal with the poems upon which they hase
. that': posit'ion

'

As bold as these assertions may sounds my intention is

not ^to overthrow the ctitical establishment

simply to

sugges t that Ari^el^ can be read in other way s, that it can be
read as something other than a biographical account of

Plath's last days or as a psychological case study of her

life,

I am not attempting to label invalid the accepted

critical position on Plath, I am only challenging the
authoritativeness of that position.

We do a disservice to Plath by limiting the ways in
which her poems can be read•

Plath was an artis t, and her

work deserves to be seen as art and not merely as the con

fessions of disturbed mind.
toward

that end, '

This thesis is my small ges ture

'

'

.CKapt'er '.One

2H£-.X£i£££_££l!:£

Traditionally; critical interpretations of Ar^el have
focused on Plath^ the poet.

This critical stance holds that

in order to interpret the poems of

it is necessary

for the reader to have certain knowledge of Plath * s history,
biographical and psychological and that it is necessary for

the reader to know the chronology of that history because
Ariel is the poetic record of it.

Although main-stream

critics of pia th often dis agree with one another on inte r
pretations of ind iv idual 1in es and indiv idu al poems, they
find common ground in Robert Lowell's description of the
volume as "the autobiography of a fever.
In the foreword to Ariel, published in the United

States in 1965, Lowell established a critical position that
was

to

become

the

touchstone

for future

criticism:

"Everything in these poems is personal ^ confessional;, felt"

(vii).

This critical assumption is evident in the essays

cont ained in the 1970 anthology The_Art_of_Sylv£a_P^^
£Z££££i:££:*

Charles Newman.

A. Alvarez, a profes

sional colleague of Plath's and the poetry editor of The

Ob£etyer at the time of her death, continued this in

terpretive assumption in his 1972 text The_£ayag,e_Go;dj___A
St udy_£f_&££££de,

wr

iters, including P1ath, who eventually take their own

lives.
wo

a book in which he examines the work of

1976 saw the publication of three major critical

rks on PI a th:

Edwa rd Butsche r's \Sy^y£a_Pla^hj_^_Merhod_and

■

■ . ■

■'.= ■ ;.

Madne££, a pseudo-lit erary biography;
»

2 " ' ' ■ "" ■

■ ■

David Holbrook's :.

Q Freudian analysis of

the poet and her poems; and >Judith Kro11's Chap^^er£^an_^a
llZi2l£i££Z--L---^3!li^^£££i£Z-.££^^Zizi.£^£i£i]l»

^rchetypal analy

sis focusing on Plath's personal reading and its mani-

festations in the poems.

;

Jhese books were enormously

influential, as evidenced by two important anthologies of
Plath criticism published in the years that followed:
edited by Charles

Newman, in 1980; and Ar£e^_Ascendin££__Writings_About_Sy;l_y£a
^lajth, edited by Pau1 Alexander, in 1985.

These coll actions

of essays by different Plath scholars focus on Plath, the

poet, and on the biographical nature of her poetry and her

fiction.

This tendency has continued, for the mos t part, in

;
. i
^ 3
more recent Plath criticism.

■ ■ " ■ ■■ ' :
■ ■■:. ■ ■ ■
Although these critics work

r\'"

from within differing critical schools, ranging from moralIS ts on one side to formalists on the other,

gether on this point:

they come to

a knowledge of Plath's life--and

death by suic ide--is neces sary to interpret her poetry.

One reason for this unc har a c t eris tic agreement among
practitioners of

different critical methods is their

as sumption that Plath wrote "c onfes s ional"poetry.
label "c onf es s iohal

was f f

shared

The

applied by the c rit ic M. L.

Ro s en thai to the poems in Robert Lowell ' s L££e_^£udi^e s
(195 9), poems quite different in sty1e from his e ar1ier ef
forts . One distinguishing feature of

the confess iona1 mode,

ac c0rding to Ro senthai, is the poet's "st ruggle to remove ^

the mask, to make his speaker unequivocally himself"
(Rosenthal 225).

This explanation intended to define

Lowell's new "voice," however, found a seemingly more appro

priate subject in Plath.

Critics transferred the label to

her, and she became known not just as a confessional poet

but, indeed, as the quintessential one.

As critics continue

to work from this assumption, they identify the speaker of

the poems as Plath and not a persona she adopts to serve as

speaker, as "mask."

When it is assumed that the voice heard

in the poems is indeed the voice of Plath, Ar_^el^ cannot help
but become the chronicle of her breakdown that critics claim
it

is.

A danger in such discourse is that constraints are
forced on the poems.

Any other reader's individual inter

pretations, interpretations brought about by her individual
responses to the poems, may face the charge of solipsism,
the charge that her interpretation is subjective and idio

syncratic, working outside the bounds of the accepted criti
cism.

Yet interpreted from within these constraints, the

voice heard in the poems is that of the poet; the rhetoric
is hers; the experience is hers, Plath's.

In this kind of

reading, the reader becomes a voyeur, peeking into Plath's
soul--albeit at her invitation--and the reader must question

her own individual responses and, by extension, the validity
of her interpretations.
Main-stream criticism of Plath is predicated on the

basic assumption that the meaning of a work "resides" in

that work, waiting to be extracted and examined in order to

determine just what that meaning is, but the reader is the

focus of audience-centered criticism,^

From a reader-

response app roach, the act of re ad ihg itse1f is the subje c t

of examination.

In the controversial essay "Interpreting

the Vaxiorum," (reprinted in his book Is_Tbere_A_Text_in
® collection containing the essays that consti

tute the development of his theory of the interpretive cdm

munity), Stanley Fish says, "It is the structure of the
reader's experience rather than any structures available oh
the page that should be the object of description" (152).

Ar^el^, the text, in its paper-and-ink status, becomes the
vehicle by which the reading process is facilitated.

As

Fish had said in "Literature in the Reader," an earlier es

say, "The dbjectivity of the text is an illusion and, more

over, a dangerous illusion, because it is so physically con

vincing (43)."

Ariel^, as a book that can be opened and

closed and stored upon library shelves, does indeed exist,

and cr itics, particularly formalists who believe that the

text's meaning is contained within its paper covers, take it
down from the shelf and open it in order to interpret what
they find on its pages.

But according to Fish, readers "write" the text as they
read:

(327).

"Interpreters do not decode poems; they make them'^

The reading process is an ££t_ivi.ty_ performed tempo

rally * in time.

Since the text is a static thing, an object

incapable of performing an activity, meaning cannot simply

"reside" in the text, it must be produced in the mind: of an
active reader.

As Fish states;

The basis of the method is a consideration of the

temporal flow of the reading experience, and it is as

sumed that the reader respohds in terms of that flow
and not to the wliole utterance.

That is, in an utter-'

ance of any length, there is a point in time at which

the reader has taken in only the first word, and then
the second, and then the third, and so on, and the re

port of what happens to the reader is always a report
of what happens to that point.

(27)

According to Fish's method, the reader is responding as she
reads, and these responses are the meaning of the sent enc e

or the poem or the book.^
Reading, then, is an experience, and it is this experi
ence that must be examined when interpreting a text.

But if

every reader has her own unique reading experience every
time she comes to a text, how can any one interpretation be
said to be the valid one?

Are there not, in Fish's model,

as many interpretations as there are readers?

And how can

the reader account for the interpretive differences she will

surely find among other readers and even among her own re
peated readings of the same text?

Answers to these questions, questions which also s t and

as objections, may be found in Fish's theory of the
"interpretive community":

Interpretive communities are made up of those who share

interpretive St rategies not for reading (in. the conven
tional sense) but for writing texts, for constituting
their properties and assigning their intentions.

In

other words, these strategies exist prior to the act of

reading and therefore determine the shape of what is
read rather than, as is usually assumed, the other way
around.

(Fish 171)

Interpretive communities, then, are responsible not only for
disagreement among readers but for the shared inter

pretations of readers as well.

These communities "create"

the conditions that enable a reading experience, and they
bring to it the external influences (such as gender, for ex

ample) that shape the experience for them.

The concept of

the interpretive community explains the agreement reached by
the bibgraphical critics of Ariel, that it is a chronicle of
Plath's breakdown; these critics demonstrate their ineinber

ship in an in te rp retive community by their shared assumption:
that Plath is a confessional poet.
Fish states that in terp retive communities share

interpretive strategies for reading texts, but his theory
does not ac count for the specific differences in the reading
strategies of gender-specific groups.

Feminist crit ics have^

noted this omission in the theory and, to correct the situa
tion, have called for the development of a feminist readerresponse criticism, what Jonathan Culler terms a woman's

"story of reading."

Interpretive communit ies are made up of

10

members who share interpretiye strategies, which are, in
turn, strategies shaped by their experienc es.,

Does it not

follow that women, whose experienGes differ from men's,

should form a separate interpretive community?^ Culler ad
dresses this question:

If the experience of literature depends upon the quali
ties of a reading self, one can ask what difference it
would make to the experienc e of literature and thus to
the meaning of 1iterature if this self were, for ex

ample, female rather than male.

If the meaning of a

work is the experience of a reader, what difference
does it make if the reader is a woman? (42)

To many feminist critics, it makes a great deal of

difference.

In her essay "Reading Ourselves:

Toward a

Feminist Theory of Reading," Pat rocinio P. Schweickart say s:
"To put the ma t t er plainly, r ead er-r es p onse criticism need s

feminist criticism" (36).

Both approaches hold central to

their cone e rns the is sue of power and control:

for reader-

response theory, the question of p ower c enters on the

ontological status of the text (who controls the reading ex
perience, the reader or the text?), and for feminist criti

cal theory, the question of power centers on the literary

establishment (who controls the reading experience, the

,

woman reader or the patriarchal sys t em of interpret ation?).
Because both approaches address related questions, the mar- '

riage of feminis t and reader-response criticism might be a
fruitful

one.

As Schweickart states:

11

There are good reasons for feminist criticism to. engage
reader-response criticism.

Both dispute the fetishized

art object, the "Verbal Icon" of New Criticism, and
both seek to dispel the objectivist illusion that but
tresses the authority of the dominant critical tradi

tion.

Feminist criticism can have considerable impact

on reader-response criticism, since, as Culler has no

ticed, it is but a small step from the thesis that the

reader is an active producer of meaning to the recogni
tion that there are many different kinds of readers,
and

that women--because of their numbers if because of

nothing else--constitute an essential class.

(36)

Women are a "different kind of reader" from men, according,
to Schweickart, and

it follows that this difference will

produce reading experiences that are different as well.

To facilitate this potential marriage between feminist

criticism and reader-response criticism, Schweickart pro
poses two models of reading: one by which women may read

texts written by men and one by which women may read the
texts of women authors without submitting to the patriarchal

influence of their readers' training.8

The first of these

models suggests reading men's texts according to a paradigm
by which a woman reader may take control of the reading ex
perience, thereby recognizing the potential power of the
androcentric text to take control of her reading.

The

second of Schweickart's models for reading, a model by which
women readers may engage in what Schweickart terms the ,

12

"happier" experience of reading the texts of other women»
suggests a dialogic reading, a "conversation" between :the !
reader and the text, in which each c ont ribut es to the read-^

ing experience.
this dialogue:

Schweickart speaks of "three movements" in
(1) a recognition that there is both an

author and a reader as subjects of the work; (2) the

realization that the duality of subjects is threatened by
the author's absenc e in the reading experience; and (3) t he

realization that there exists another duality, the duality
of contexts, or as Schweickart puts it, "Reading becomes a
meditation between the contexts of writings and the contexts
of reading" ' (54;)'.

The critic a1 assumption underlying Schweickart's theory;
appears at first glance to be Iserian--assuming ah interac

tion between an objactive text and an ac tive reading mind.^
However, because the reader writes the text as she

reads--producing her own text, as it were--the interacting
"conversation" takes piace not between the author of the .

text (in this case, Plath) and one reader but among the
metaphorical "voices" of the feminine interpretive community
(the learned reading strategies that influence the ex-

^

perience), the "voices" responsible for the articulation of
the "conversation."

In this sense, the "conversation" is a

concept more in line with Fish's theory.

That is, the

contributing "voice" of the text is not a feature of that
t ext but is, ins tead, a func tion of the reader's inter

p r etive strategies, a projection of her subjective reading

13

"voice" into the reading experience.

In other words/ the

reader prpdiices the "speaker" even as she is servihg ah the

"1istener" in th is "c onve rsation."

As Schweickart ppin ts

out, in a real c onve rs ation there are tw o subjec ts

(participants) present, the speaker and the listener (whose
roles are interchan geab1e), bu t a read ing exp e rienc e is a
"genuine intersubj ac tiv

cbmmunication^^ ^^^X^

dpality of reader and author" (53^3

demands the

One participant in a

re ad er * s "conversation" is the author, the one responsible
for the a r r an gement of the wo rd s as they appe ar in the tex t.
The second partic ip ant in th is "conve rsation" is the reader,

in whose ac tive reading mirid the "c ohversatioh" actually
takes ■;place'v;;::-:Schweie-ka''rt explains : ^ .V.

Because reading removes the barrier between subject and
object, the division [removal of

place within the reader.

the barrier]

takes

Reading produces a doubling

of the reader's subjectivity, so that one can be placed
at the disposal of

with the reader.

the text while the other remains

Now, this doubling presents a prob

lem, for in fact there is only one subject present—-the
reader.

The text—the words on the page--has been

written by the writer, but meaning is always a a matter

of interpretation.

The subj ectivity roused to life by

reading, while it may be attributed to the author, is

nevertheless not a separate subjectivity but a proj ec

tion of the subj ectivity of the reader.

14

It is this projection of the reader's subjectivity that we
call "voice."

And when the reader is a woman, this "voice"

projected through the act of reading is a feminine one.
The concept may be illustrated by tracing its operation

through the use of a specific example.

Drawing from Ar^l^l's

important first poem, "Morning Song," we may follow the
development of this "projected voice" as it takes place dur>
ing the activity of reading.

To begin, I read the first

line of the poem, "Love set you going like a fat gold
watch," and because I have read only the first line and have

no other information upon which I can draw, I question the

identity of the addressed "you."

I ask, "Is the poem speak

ing directly to me, or is the statement addressed to another

character in the poem?"

Because I am the only p articip ant

present during this "conversation" (because I am readinjg), I
am unable to speak to the text and ask for clarification.
The other partic ipant, the author who wrote the words as

they appear on the page, is not avail able to me and cannot
articulate an answer.

Therefore, I will not discover the

answer to this question until I provide an answer myself:

"'You' ar e someone somebody loves."

B ecause I am read ing,

this answer will originate in my reading mind in the same
way the question originated.

And again, because I am

read ing, engaging in a temp o r al activity, the answer I

supply to my own question is provisional, subject to change
as I continue to read, collecting new information that may
alt er both my or iginal ques tion and'my subsequent answer.

15

In a real conversation, an exchange of words between two
persons, the role of questioner and the role of answerer

would be assigned to the persons carrying on the
conversation, but because I am reading, I must perform the
activities of both roles simultaneously.

I must determine

the meaning of the first line, and this meaning, my
interpretation of the line, is a matter of identity, the
identity of the "yoii" addressed in the line.

In other

words, the question becomes a question because I make it

one w

Of c purse, this cognitive maneuver is not unnatural or

unexpected; the appearance of a pronoun before the mention

of its antecedent tends to produce a rhetorical reordering
of the statement in the reader's mind.

But the fact is that

the line of the poem is not presented as a question; it is
I, not the poem pr the author, who arranges it as one and
who is, therefore, responsible for its art iculatipfi.

I am

the subjective reader, and my ac t of forming a question
E££i®£i.£

subjectivity Onto the poem.

I have asked the

question, and in sP doing, I have given voice, to my reading.
I have read the line, "Love set you going 1ike a fat gold
watch," and I have asked, "Who are 'you'?"

I have also

supplied a p rovisional answer, "'You' are someone spmebody
loves."

I have projected my subjective reading "voice" into

the "conversation" that is the articulation of the poem. ,
This proj ectipn of subjectivity is not an ac tivity lim
it ed to the reading of single 1 ines.

Drawing on other exam-

pies from Arie£, the poems "B erck-Plage" and "Paralytic," we

16

may trace its dperation in the read ing of complete poems.

While reading the first of these, I become acquainted with a
character in the poem, an old man who has died.

I have also

become acquainted with his family, "The widow with her black
pockethook and three daughters."

I have witnessed the old

man's funeral and burial, but I have had no conversation

with him.

I question his identity.

"Faraly tic,

I then read

and it becomea obvious to me that the speaker

in the poem is a man, an old man•

This old man^ however, is

still alive--though he is certainly ill, a patient in an
iron lung.

And while I 1isten to what he tells me abut his

situation (though we must remember that I am supplying his
"voice" through the act of reading)j I encounter other

ch a r ac t ers--his wife (in a photograph) and his daughters
(this time there are only two)•

The words "this time" are

indicative of the operation of my reading processes.

Be

cause I was unable to learn the identity of the old man I

met in '!Berck-Plage,'t I project the old man in "Paralytic" '
into the first poem; I make the living old man the dead one

I encountered before.

I project my subjective reading of

"Paraly tie" onto my reading of "Berck-Plage," and by so do
ing, I supply an answer to my own question abou t the id en~
tity of the man I saw buried^

"Paralytic" is an inheres ting poem in other contexts as

well; it is, for instance, the one poem in Ariel that speaks
in an identifiably male voice•

But we must remember that

the issue we are discussing is a reader's projection of
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subjectivity and that when that reader is a wpman, reading a
woman's text» the projection contributes to a "conversation."

between distinctively feminine "voices,"

In anticipation of

the criticism such a stance will generate, Schweickart her
self admits the question:

"Is there something distinctively

female (rather than 'merely feminist V) in this dialogic
model?" (53).

Does a conversational mode reflect.more accu-.

rately the reading strategies of a feminine reader?

Schweickart supplies her own answer:

Men define themselves through individualism and separa

tion from othersj while women have more flexible ego
boundaries and define experience themselves in terms of

their affiliations and relationships with others.

Men

value autonomy, and they think of their interactions

with others principally in terms of prpcedures for

arbit rating coriflie ts between individual rights,
VJomen, on the other hand, value relationships, and they
are most cone erned in their dealings with others to
negotiate between opposing needs so that the relation
ship can be maintained,

(53-54)

Women, as members of an interpretive community, recpgnize
not only that they are part of the community but also that
some compromise inay be necessary in order to preserve it ^
:These' -'

asserted

differences between men and women, both as human

beings and as readers, form the bases of Schweickart's dia

logic model,

Men may hear but one "voice":
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the autpnomous

authority of their own read ing.
"voices":

Bu t womeri wii1 hear many

the arbitrating authority of the feminine

interpretive cbmmunity^
However, biographic ally oriented critic s might argue »
j ustifiably^ that feminine readers. members by gender in a

femihine interpretive community, read Ar^el as Plath's

story, that t^

readers hear Plath's voice in the poems.

Of c ourse ^ this is true; many traditional critips are them^

selves women.

Thetre are, however, two important points to

consider in responding to this argument.

The first is the '

composition of an interpretive community of readers.

The

second point is born of the firs t; that is, gender alone is
not the criterion for membership in any interpretive com—
mun ity.

At issue here is the definition of interpretive
c ommunities•

The

definitive

characteris tics

of

such

com

munities are complex, but in a gen era! sense they may be
delineat ed as follows:

Interpretive communities are com

posed by strategies for reading.

A reader's membership in a

community is determined by those strategies, not by her race

or her ■occupation or her address (although these things may
certainly influence the reading strategies she employs) .
Ac cordingly, c ommunity boundaries may ove rlap; members of a
feminist interpretive c ommunity may b eIong, s imu11an e cus1y,
to a community of readers whose approach is Marxis t, or New
Critical, or
words,

any numb e r

of cr it ic al orientat ions.

In Fish's

"Interpretive Gommunities are no more stab1e than
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texts because interpretive strategies are not natural or
universal, but learned" (172)•

Main-^s t ream Fla th critics

form an interpretive community because they have learned to
read the poems as biographical accounts of Plath^s life; for

them, the text of Ar^e^ is Plath's "confession."

Membership

in their interpretive community requires that they "make"
Ariel into such a document.

As Fish says, "If a community

believes in the existence of oniy one text, then the single
strategy its members employ will be forever writing it"

(171).

Feminine readers, then, who belong to the tradi

tional community will read Ariek as Plath's confession, even

though they may also be, by the criterion of gender, elig
ible for membership in an alternative interpretive community
of

women

readers.

This potential dual membership presents a paradox, but
it is one for which there is an explanation.

The way a

,;

woman learns to read defines her place in the community be
cause membership in an interpretive community is a result of

learned strategies for reading.

learned.

The definitive word here is

In her^ influential book Tiie_Resi£tin£_Reader,^^

JudithFetterly says that women are trained to re a d as men ^

trained to employ androcentric read in g st rategies, in a p ro
cess she calls "immasculatibh."

This process involves the

woman reader in a system whereby she 1earns "to accept as
normal and legitimate a male system of values, one of whose

central princ iples is mis ogyny" (xx).

Operating within this

sy s tem, the woman reader must identify against herself, as,
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female, in order to identify with the aseumed standard of
universality, the masculine, in literature.

As a result,

according to Fetterly, women readers suffer
• • • not simply the powerlessness which derives from

not seeing one's experience articulated, clarified, and
legitimized in art, but inore significantly, the power
1essn es s wh ic h

res ult s from

the

endles s division

of

self against self, the consequence of the invpcation to

identify as male while being reminded that to be male-~

to be universal--^ . . . is to be no_t_fema2^e.
Women readers, then, who have learned

(xiii)

to read within the

patriarchal system, women who have been immasculated, are

readers who find membership within the interpretive com
munity that represents these learned reading strategies.

We might counter, then, the argument of biographical .
critics-^-their charge that women readers, as well as men,

read Plath as a confessional poet:--on these grounds:

(1)

interpretive communities are made up not of separate indi

viduals but of shared reading strategies; (2) these strate
gies are not "natural" but learned; and (3) learning to read
as a man will admit a reader, even if that reader is a

woman, into a patriarchal interpretive community.

Feminine

readers who learn to re ad Flath in the traditional way will
assume a place in the traditional community, but this does

not exclude them from the larger community of women readers•
Perhaps it is necessary, at this point, to define more
precisely the feminine reader discussed in this essay, the
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feminine reader who finds herself, like me, outside the

boundaries of the traditional interpretive Gommunity of
Plath critics.

She is a woman, yes, but a woman who has

^earned reading strateigies whose focus is an audience; she

is a member of a reader^response interpretive community.

She is also a reader whose ieaxne^ strategies recognize the
unique processes of reading as a woman;

she is, for lack

of a more definitive (and less inflammatory) term, a

"fetninis t reader,"

She reads Arie^ as a woman's st ory, as a

story of common feminine experience, and not as a

p sy cho1ogica1/biographic a1 chronicle unique to PIath.
The term "chronicle" is an important one•
here in its literal sense:

I use it

a written record of events

recorded in chronological order, things as they happen on a

temporal plane.

The meaning of the term as it is applied by

main-stream critics of Plath is evident.

The actual events

of Plath's life (e.g., her marriage, the birth of her child
ren, her suicide) are chronologically recorded in other
documents; Plath's journals, for instance, contain much of
this inf ormation.

Critics have drawn from these documents

and, noting the dates of composition for each poem, have
mapped out a poetic record of the biographic al events in the

sequence of the Ar^e^ poems.

Th is pbsitibn is reinforced by

another piece of bipgraphical in formation:

the ed itor of

Ariel, the person responsible for the order in which the po-,
ems appear, is PIa th's widower, Ted Hughes.

Hughes arranj

the poems after Plath's death, choosing to alter the form
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Plath herself had planned for the volume.

Plath had pre

pared a different manuscript also called "Ariel," a

manuscript in which she had arranged the poema she ■intended

for publication in a particular order. the one in which she:
wished the poems to appear.

Many of the poems that appear

in the pub1ished Ariel, however, were written £fter Plath's
preparation of her manuscript.
ated some of

Hughes. as editor, incprppr

these into his edited version of ArieX and, at

the same t ime, delet ed some of Plath's original choic es:.

He

also rearranged the order of Plath's intended manUscript and^

f urnished his edit ed yers ion with the forewbrd by Lowell, a
d o cument that calls a tten t ion t o the p o ems writ ten near the
end of PIa th's 1i f e, on es she never intended to appear in
the volume she called "Ariel."

But because Hughes is

Plath's widower as well as her editor, critics tend to trust,

his judgment:

he knew PIa th and, therefore, must know the

appropriate poems as well as the appropriate arrangement of

those poems in her posthumous ma s t erp iece.

The biographic aI

reading isV after all, predicated on a knowledge of the
eVents in Plath ' s life.

Critics who rely on Hughes--someone

who knows first-hand what those even ts were--do not suspect
his report of Plath's biography as much as they we1come the
authority it lends their position.

As a result of

this in

ferred authority, Ariel, is interpreted as a lit eral chronol
ogy in poetic language, a "s t ory" p f PIa th's drive to sui- "
■ c i'd e
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Although these biographical critics call Ariel a
"story," the label is applied in the loosest sense; their
"story" is more a ppetic reflection of Plath's mental

deterioration than what we tend to think of as a story--a
narrative with a plot.

However, the poems do appear in

an order, and even though the sequence of that order is not
a consecutive ordering of external events, it still func

tions rhetorically,, much in the same way that sequential or
dering functions in the reading of sonnet sequences.
Fraistat explains:

In books without plot or linear sequence, we may even

have hypo thesized some principles of formal uni ty to be
tested and confirmed by subsequent readings . • . Our

assumptions as readers and critics have a tendency tp
be self-fulfil:ling: we "discover" whatever unity we
have p'r esuppos'ed-^

(8)

As a natura1 resu11 of focusing on the reading experience
itself, re ad er-cgn te red inter preta tions will d isc over a
unity, but this is the ease with hiographica1 inter

pretations of Ariel as well.

Such critics * shared assump^

tion that Plath's breakdown is evident in the rhetorical se

quence of the poems will produce in the poems the very evi
dence needed to prove their point.
That biographical criticism of Plath focuses on this

rhetoric al component is evidenced by the a11 ention paid the
c omposition dates for the poems.
"Edge"?

When did Plath write

Was it before or after she wrote "Balloons"?
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We

know, thanks to Hughes' editorial annotations of The

Col

01ed_Pogms» that the two poems were writt en on the same

day, one week before the suicide, but we do not know which

poem was completed first.

Information of this kind is often

not available or necessary for the study of poets, but for
the biographical critic's study of Plath~an examination of

a confessional poet recording her breakdowh--the chronology
of composition and the arrangement of the poems in Ariel be
comes vital information.

It is vital precisely because

these critics see the text as a unity. chronologically
■arranged..' , .

One interesting ramification of this approach is the

current critical discuss ion of " t he two Ariel_£. "

When

Hughes published The_Couleeted_Poem£, he included a list of
Plath's original choic es of poems for her "Ariel"
manuscript, arranged in her intended order

(295) .

Now that

critics have access to this information, they speculate

about Plath's Jtrue state of mind during the period im
mediately preceding her death.

demonst rat es two princ iples.

This discourse

One is that Arie^ is read as a

story, evidenced by the p e r c eiv e d alterations in "plot "

brought abou t by the changed order of the poems in PI a th's
intended sequence.

Another principle is that audience-

centered criticism, although it examines the reader and not
the

text, still demonstrates its influence within the

biographic al critical sphere:
Critics

ask

still focus

although the ques tion s the

on Plath
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(what

was her

state of

mind?), the answers come from the reader/cfitic's experience
of

the text/

The main-stream

critics' stance results from

their method of extracting meaning from the so-called objec
tive text, but in the case

of what critics have labeled

"Ariel I," the inteiided manuscript, there is no such ob

jective text; this hypothetical text must be constructed by
the reader, by going from book to book in order to read the

poems in the order Plath intended them to be read.^^

This

"reconstruction" of Plath's intended manuscript is itself an

act of creation, a "writing" of the text, even though the

job is done in the service of a biographicaily oriehted
'in-terpretation.''
From a reader-response perspective. however, this

episode in current Plath criticism, though certainly

interesting, is, ultimately, beside the point.

The reading

experience we examine is the one available to us.
we read is the one we have:

The Ar_iel

the A^ief ed it ed by Hughes and

published by Harper & Row in 1966, the Ariel available to us

in bookstores and on 1 ibrary shelves.

It is in this Ari.el

that the audience-centered reader discovers her "story
Our story emerges through our developing responses to

the read ing exp erienc e.

Barbara Herrnstein Smith calls this

pattern of responses "retrospective patterning."

Smith says

that in the movement from poem to poem,
connections and simi1ariti es are illuminated, and

the

reader perc eives that seemingly gr atuit ous or random
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^

events, details, and juxtapositions have been selected
in accord with certa in principles•

(119)

The controlling principle at work throughout Arie]^ is the

one established in the opening poem, "Morning Sphg";
experience of mothering.

the

The opening poem, in this or any

collection is partic ularly imp ort ant becau se it acts p ro

leptically to establish a rhetorical pattern, a pattern de

veloped through sub sequent poems and culminating in the
closing poem.

The rhetorical effect is produced by re

sponses to the retrospective patterning; these responses act
upon the reader as she anticipates, draws conclusions, re
vises her expectations and judgments, to draw new con
clusions, producing, ultimately, a cumulative effect based

upon those responses generated by the operation of the prin
cipal controlling experience--that of motherihg.
However, since my argument challenges the exclusive

validity of the main-stream interpretation, my tracing of
the experience of motherhood through the poems might seem to
serve a parallel rather th an divergent critical position.

After all, biographical critics often cite "Morning Song" as
an example of Plath's ambivalent attitude toward motherhood•

But a reader-response critic may point out, justifiabiy,

that ambivalence about the role of mothering is not an emo
tipnal state exclusive to this one particular woman at that

one particular time in her life; ambivalence is an emotional
state common to many mpthers, a fact to which centuries of .

literature attest. ,

By assigning the emotions expressed in
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"Morning Song" exclusively to Flath/ the biographical

;



critics over-determine the poem; by 1imiting the poem's pos
sible interpretations sorely to the alleged unique psychQl
ogy of the author, the ma in-st re am approach denies the
read e r an importan t rpie in her own in terp retation of the

text.
rests:

And this is the point on which my choice of example
although the experience of mothering appears on the

surface to be an obvious example. Its influence is not lim

ited to one poem ("Morning Song") but appears throughout the

collection.

In an examination of the reading of Ard^el as a

whole, the experience of motherhood is not simply an element
chosen from among many to serve in the act of interpretation

but the controlling principle established in the first poem
of the co11ection that influences the entire reading.
That readings undertaken from a feminist reader-

response perspective--read, as Schweickart proposes, as a

"conversation" among the members of such an interpretive
community and articulated in the reading experience of the
individual iEembers of that cdmmunity--will reveal another

"story"

^ story of common feminine experience and

not one exclusively Plath's.

Consequently, the knowledge of

Plath's suicide will become simply a curiosity to readers

and no t the vit al piece of in formation the biographical
critics f ind it to be.

The experience of Ariel will be

opened anew to different readers and different inter

'■ :

pretations
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- ■ No t es.'

^Robert Lowell, Foreword to ATd^£l^>
■

■ ■-

2

'

■ ■■ '

■

' " ' •

Even though this book has been widely criticized for

its questionable source material, it remains ah important
work

in

the

critical

canon.

See for example, Broe, Mary Lynn/

Prajtean_Poeticj_
^

Missouri Pv

'^980.



The categories of critical orientations to which I

refer

follow roughly the categories Wilbur Scott establishes

^h_J[ive_A££roache£_o;f_^Li^ere£y__^rit^ci£m>

(New York :

■■Gbiiaet, ■.;f96£:.') ,^

;^The primary critical ppsition with which readerresponse critics argue is that of

the formalists/

The "New

Crit ic s" c1a im to extract from Plath's poems only wh at is in
the text.

They work around the label "confessional poet" by

calling the poem's narrator a "persona."
series of coinc idences ^

the New Crit ics'

But in an amaz ing
"persona" turns ou t

to be a woman who is married to a poet, has two children,

hates her dead bee-keeping father, and who eventually takes
her own life, a woman whose 1ife is suspiciously parallel to
Plath's.

Although formal ists claim to ignore the influenc e

of biographical criticism, one cannot help but wonder what

the formalist interpretation of Ariel would be if

the poems

had turned up in an anonymous manuseript in a cave somewhere
in the Middle East, like some mod ern Dead:Sea sc rol1.

>

^Fish's method for describing this activity is based on
2 9:

his early theory of "affec tive sty1 is tic s," and al though the
theory has been modified, the method is still useful as a

teaching paradigm.

Txhat women are different from men and that they might,
thus, read differently as well may seem too obvious a point
to even mention.

But apparently this is not the case,

evidenced by Culler's need to pose the question.
• ■ ■ ■•

g■

■

■.

^

Schweickart proposes her dialogic model in the servic e

of a political argument:

"The point is not merely to

interpret literature in various ways; the point is to £h£n££
^ chwe ickar t, 1ike many f eminis t c rit ic s,

'

thinks it is necessary for women to identify their own place
in literature as they must identify their own place in
society as a whole.

This model for reading women's texts

can do j ust that , according to Schweickart , and f or this
reason^ women should adopt it as their ideal reading
St rategy.

We may agree with Schweickart on p olitic al

grounds, but we need not view her model strictly in terms of

p olitic al ga in.

It is, quite apart from its pelit ic al s ig

nif icanc e, a very us^ftil model f or interpret ing literature \
and should not be sacrificed simply beeause it offers to

serve a political cause that may not be the chosen cause of
every reader.

The f eminine read ing strategues women bring

to their experience of Ariel_ are dis tinctive, unique to
them, and Schweickart's model is valuable because it recog
nizes these distinctive strategi es.

^^Although the male voice of "Paralyt ic" is imp ortant
30

to the interpretation of Arie^ as a whole because it

contributes to one of the "subplots" at work in the story,
my intention here is simply to point out that it is a male
voice and not to explicate the significance of that voice.

^^Indeed, Judith Kroll, whose book Chapterg_in a
My thelogy, is an important part of the canon of Plath
criticism, is a woman, and she subscribes to the traditional

criticism (insofar as she draws upon Plath's biography in
the service of her interpretations of the poems).

However,

it is interesting to note that she is the Only woman
represented in the early criticism, her peers at that time

(1965-1976) being Alvarez, Butscher, and Holbrook, three
men. ■:

„ ■
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■

The unique processes of reading as a woman, the

distinctive strategies women bring to their reading
experience, are generated from with in the interpretive
community :

a hightened attention to issues of personal

relationships, a sens itive recognition of the dynamics of

such relationships, including the needs of nurturing and
arbitration these relationships often require, and a

t endency to center oneself as re ader in the unfolding action
of

the story
■ 13

are some of

them•
■

Plath, Sylvia •

Frances McCu11ough, ed.
14

New York:

Random House, 1982.

■■■ ■

Ear1 Miner suggests that ordered collections can be

read as

"minimal" narratives, works

narrator, the "voice" of

that have both a

the poems, and a plot--not
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necessarily a cau^e-and-ieffeet chain of events that leads to
some dec ided outcome but. instead» events so ordered that a

plot is suggested thereby.

He says that "every work of

literature; including every one with a plot. must be told in
some sequence" (25).

One thing always follows another, and

the active reading mind will impose an order on the sequence
even if one is not immediately apparent.

^^Notable among these discussions are "A Note of
Triumph," by Katha Pollitt (Alexander, Paul, ed.
•

Ariel

New Yo rk:

Earp er &

Row, 1985, 94-99) and "The Two Ariel^£," by Marjorie Perloff

(Fraistat, Neil, ed.

Poems_In_Their PIacg.

Chapel Hill:

of North Carolina P, 1986, 308-333.)

^^All of the poems listed in PIath*s intended
manuscript are included in The_Co1^1ected_Poem£, but some of
these had appeared earlier in a second posthumous voiume,
Ei:££££^5££££ (New York: Harper & Row, 1972).

^^Fraistat would disagree with me on this point. He
says "critics ought to prefer over other arrangements an
authorally sanctioned ordering" (9).
Consider, for example, Euripides' Kedea and the more

modern character in Til1ie 01sen's As I Stand Here Ironing
(1961)

. V'
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■ ■ •Ghap'ter', -Two- .
What is so real as the cry of a child?

In our initial examination of Ar^e^ we have asked ques
tions of the text:

we have asked whose story this is, and

we have asked the identity of the narrator.

Now in a more

detailed examination of the reading experience, we will ask

more specific question born of our initial interrogations.

We will ask, for instance, who the characters in the poems
are.

We will ask what these characters are doing.

want to know the setting for the action.

We will

Working from the

answers we provide to these questions, we will ask ourselves

how we might interpret the individual poems

Then, through

an examination of these individual interpretations, we will

begin to recognize an emerging pattern, the development of a
"plot.

We will follow the workings of the plot as the

story unfolds, discovering, ultimately, its final outcome.

We begin our reading with the first poem in Ariel,

"Morning Song."

As we have seen, it is an important poem

because it acts proleptically to establish the controlling
principle by which we read the subsequent poems in the
collection.

"Morning Song" not only introduces the charac

ters in the story but the beginnings of the plot as well.
Our first encounter with the principal characters—a mother
and her child-—-takes place in what we assume to be the

family home.

We see a room with a window through which the

night stars disappear with the coming of dawn.

The child

wakes his mother with his cry, and as she rises from her

sleep to attend him, she meditates aloud, a soliloquy of! ,
sorts in which she cortveys to us her uneasiness, her ambi

valence centering on her relationship to her child.

As we

read further, we try to identify the specific cause for

these feelings.

Through her first-person narrative, we be

8^" to recognize the formation of a pattern, her consistent
use of the traditional metaphors of "nature" and "art," of

things born and things created:

the baby is both "a fat

gold watch" (1. 1) and a "new statue" (1. 4), artfully pro
duced, but his cry takes "its place among the elements" (1.
3), becomes a part of the natural world.

Also at work in

the poem is the symbolic evolution of the child's voice.

The mother speaks of his "bald cry" (1. 2), the painful
first sound of coming to life.

But in the course of the

poem, 'the cry evolves, becoming a "handful of notes" and

ultimately "clear vowels [rising] like balloons" (11. 17,

18).

The mouth "c1ean as a cat's" (1. 15) produces the

sounds of human language.

Again, we recognize the dual

creative metaphors for nature and art;

the cry, associated

with nature's creation, evolves in the poem to become 1ang
uage, a medium of art, a human creation, and, not insignifi
cantly, the medium of poetry.
who is this child?

Who is his mother?

On the one

hand, she tells us that she is "no more [his] mother/Than
the cloud that distils a mirror to reflect its own

siow/Effacement at the wind's hand" (11. 7-9),
ing that he is not a creation of nature?
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Is she say

But of course he

is, for she goes on to acknowledge her own maternity when

she refers to herself as "cow-heavy" (1. 13), a woman with
breasts ifull of milk for this child's nourishment.

He is a

creation of nature in that he is the biological product of a
human womb.

But if we follow this mother's reasoning, sup

posing for the moment that the child is not a creation of
nature, then what is his origin?

We remember that the

metaphorical pa11ern developing in the poem is one of
opposites, nature versus art, and if we deny a natural

genesis for the infant, the process of elimination leaves us
with

but

one

alt ernative.

The

child

bee omes

an

artis tic

creation, produced of woman, yes, but produced by an act of
will.

This is a paradox:

How can this child be both a cre

ation of nature and a creation of artistic manipulation as
well?

Recognizing the paradox, we ask if this is the source
of

the

mother's

ambivalence.

Does

she

see

her

child

both

as

a product of natural biology and as ,a product of her own

hand?

Does her association of the child with his language

indicate that

both

her

creation--her

child--and

cr eationt"-her poems--come from the s ame source?

her

Does she in

some way equate the creation of her child with the creation 

of her poems?

Are they, in her mind, the same thing?

Is

this indeed the central paradox: a child who is both human
being and V7ork of art?

We know this is not possible, that

humans are products of nature and that poems are not, that

one human's relationship to another is a different th ing
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.

from a human's relationship to art.

We also know that the

mother of the poem understands this just as we dp but under

stands it on a different level, a deeper level, and under
stands
see

as

this

well
and

the

ultimate fate

believe it

of her creation.

to be the source

of

her

We can

ambivalence.

We can also see her struggle to resolve the paradox, a

struggle that will influence our reading of the remainder of
Ariel.

As we have discovered, the symbolic relationship, of
voice to art is important to the mother's attitude.

This

importance is emphasized in certain poeiois following "Morning

Song" in the Arie^ collection.

For instance, in "The

Couriers," (the next poem in the sequence), the mother
speaks of "The word of a snail on the plate of a leaf" (1.

1), the language of nature for which she makes no claim:
"It is not mine" (1. 2).

She speaks also of "Frost on a

leaf. . . talking and crackling" (11. 7-8) but talking "All
to itself" (1. 9).

We might infer from this metaphorical

pa11 ern that, to this mother at least, the language of
nature is not the 1 anguage of art.

In "The Applic ant," a

poem focusing on marriage and the selection of a mate, the

mother compares herself, the potential bride, to a "living

doll" (1. 33) that can "talk, talk, talk" (1. 35).

Although

a doll that can talk might be a valuable thing to have, the
poem's ironic tone indicates to us that "talk" in marriage

(as opposed to mutually exchanged c ommun ic ation) seems on1y
to minimize the woman's role in marriage.
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And in "Lady

■

.

Lazarus," the mother speaks of a "very large charge,/For a

word" (II, 61—62) from her, indicating that she places a
high value on her own language, even if that judgment is not
shared in a marital context.

From these indicators, we be^

gin to discover that language plays an important but limit
ing role in this mother's 1 ife•
We find further evidence for this conclusion in another

first-petson narrative, "Tulips," where we find the mother
in a hospital bed, "learning peacefulness" (1. 3)w

She

seems to be detached from life—-"I am nobody" (1. 5)-—and
from sound—"I have nothing to do with explosions" (1. 5).
Her husband and her child appear in the poem but only
"smiling out of the family photo" (1. 20), faces without

voices, without language•

This disassociation is apparently

what she wants, for her concern throughout the poem is the

"peacefulness . • . so big it dazes" (1. 32).

The peace

fulness she wants is silence, "what the dead close on . . .

Shutting their mouths on it" (11. 34-35).

This silence,

this shu11ing of mouths, is interrupted, howeve r, by a gift
of tulips, flowers sent to the hospital patient presumably
for the purpose of cheering her.
the intended effect.

But they do not produce

She hears the tulips "breathe .

1ike an awful baby" (11. 37-38), and this associat ion of the
tulips with an infant reminds us of her earlier association

of her own baby with things of nature.
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She is distressed by

their "sudden tongues" (1• 41), their voices, and this assb~

ciation seems to correspond to that of the baby and his'
language that we remember from "Morning Sphg."

:

"Tulips" prompts us to ask other questions of our read
ing as well.

Why does the mother lie silent and motionless?

We know that a hospital is the scene not only of birth and
the pain associated with it but the scene of death as well.

Is this immobility, th is desire for silence, suggestive of
death?

Is silence simply an absence of sound, or is it an

ab sence of vcic e, of 1 angtiage?

Is the dea th suggest ed by

the mother/s motionless state a literal, biological death,
or is it a death symbolic of something else?

We add these

questions to others we have asked as we read further the
poems of Ariel.

Silence as metaphor appears in certain poems following
"Tulips" in the collection.

In "Cut," for instance, a wound

is a "small/Mill of silence" (1. 36).

is "the voice of nothing" (1. 6).

And iti "Elm," madness

Although these poems do

not figure prominently in the piot 1ine we are fol1owing,
these references to si1enee emphasize the importance of this
metaphor to the story as a who1e.
Because it is the title of the col1ection, we assume

that "Ariel," the poem, is important, perhaps one pivotal to
the development of the story.

What we see in this

first-person narrative is the mother moving "through

air" (1. 16) at a rap id speed.

In quite the opposite state

from her motionless, almost paralytic condition in "Tulips,"
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the md ther is now "the arrow

(1 • 27).

We have asked wh at

immobility signifies; we now ask what its opposite^ this
rapid flight, might represent.

We also wonder at the sig

nificance of "The child's cry" that "Melts in the wall'' (ll.

24-25).

Is this the voice of her child?

Is she runhing

from something or "Suicidal/at one with the drive" (1. 29)

toward something?

her destination?

If the latter is the case, what might be

Rather than answer our earlier questiohs,

"Arie1" poses new ones instead.

Is this poem pivotal to the

development of the story because it poses these new ques
tions, because it prompts us to ask about the cry of the
child, abou t the suic id a1 f1ight?
We encounter the question of death again in "Death &

Co."

As we have come to expect, the mother appears as the

principal character and first-person narrator of the poem.
With her, however, are several other characters:

what ap

pear to be two infants as well as two new characters.

are two men:

one "whose eyes are lidded/And balled, like

B1ake's" (11. 3-4) and

another who smiles and

"wants to be loved" (l. 25).
to be

These

smokes and

The setting of the poem seems

the scene reminiscent of death we remember from

"Tulips": the babies are resting in "their hospita1/Icebox"

(11. 14-15).

And as she was in the hospital bed of

"Tulip s," the mother is motionless in this poem as well:"I

do not stir" (1. 26).

The two men hover about; they seem to

have come for something.

We wonder what their business is,

but the mother seems to know exactly who they are and why '
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they have come:

"Two, of course there are two," she says.

"It seems perfectly natural now" (11. 1-2).

From the

mother's opening 1ines, we realize it is significant that
there are two of them, two visitors.

Does she also realize

the significance of the two infants?

We are presented with dualities in this poem:
strange visitors and two infants.

But we have been follow

ing a metaphorical pattern of duality all along:
metaphors of "nature" and "art."

two

the

By recognizing what these

metaphors signify in this poem, we can identify the two men,
The first man is associated with Blake, the poet, and be

cause poetry is an artistic creation, we might associate

this first man with art, with poetry.

Reinforcing this ini

tial conclusion is the fact that of the two men, only he
speaks; only he uses language.

The second man moves,

smiles, and smokes, does human things, but he does not

speak; he has no language.

He is "Masturbating a glit

ter,/He wants to be loved" (11. 24-25).

These, too, are hu

man behaviors, and by associating this man with human biol
ogy, might we also associate him with the natural, that

which is human but not art?

Might we also, through associa

tions of nature and art, determine the identity of the
babies?

Although they appear to be identical, "a sim

ple/Frill at the neck,/Then the flutings of their

lonian/Death-gowns,/T hen two little feet" (11. 15-19), they
are individual, separate children.
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Do they, like the two

visitors, represent the biological and the crafted?
the child

Is one

of art, the other of nature?

We wonder, too, for what these two strange visitors
have come.

Does the presence of two men indicate the pres

ence of two infants?
claim

these

two

Have they come, the two visitors, to

babies?

If we

remember

that

the first

of

thes e St range men is asspciated with Blake, with poe t ry,
might we not expect him to claim the art-child?

Conversely,

might we not assume that the other man, the man associated

with biological nature, will claim the other, the naturechild?

And what of the mother?

is motionless.

She hears

29), not once but twicer
children?

Is she to be spared?
of the "dead

She

bell" (1.

Does it ring for each of the

Does it ring for her?

"Somebody *s done for" (1. 31).

We have no answer but
We are left again, as we

were at the close of "Ariel,'" with a question of death/ a ;
double death.

A provisional interpretation of this poem (provisional

because any individual interpretation is subject to change

as the reading continues) might help us to answer many of
the questions we have been asking throughout our reading.
Many of these have centered on death.

If we accept the con

cept of death as symbolizing something and not as literal,

biologic al death, perhaps we can res olve the question of the
dual death in "Death & Co." and, having resolved that one,

work back through our previous questions to supply answers
for

them.

"v''
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The dual death is really more complex than it appears.
Not only does death separate the two children—the child of
nature and the child

of art—from their mother and their

creator—but it also separates the infants from one another/

It appears to us, then, that this is the meaning of such

death:

it symbolizes separation, not the physical separa

tion of real, biolbgical death but a £££S£a^in£ of the
metaphorical origins of the mother's creations, a disentang
ling of her emotional ties to her children and her poems.

This separation represents her realization and acceptance of
the different origins of her creations.

tion of the paradox:

This is the resolu

although she feels the same emotional

commitment to her child that she feels to her poems, she
realizes that their different origins make them separate

creations, and that as separate creations they play separate
roles in her life.
different fates:

She realizes, too, that they will meet
natural creations are subject to the laws

of nature--the law of biological death--but works of art

endure.

Ultimately, it is a question of mortality.

And for

this mother whose emotional ties are as strong to one as to
the other, the question of mortality is a painful one.

She

realizes that one of her children will live, will live be
yond her, and that one of her children will die.

This

realization is the destination to which she is moving in
"Ariel."

This is her suicidal drive:

to know that the cry

of the child will melt in the wall, that the cry of the

child of nature will cease at his death, while the cry of
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the child of art will continue to echo long after her.

The

eventuality of this realization is responsible for her
immobility in "Tulips" and in "Death & Co."

She is motion

less, hot in flight, because she wishes to avoid the grim

eventuality of facing this terrible knbwledge--that she must

know the mortality of her baby along with the immortality of
her poems.

She wishes so deeply for silence because she

knows that to give voice to her realization is to acknowl

'■

it.

^

v
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Our interpretatioh of "Death & Co." has resolved the

parad ox of "Morning Song," the control1ing princ iple which

has influenced our reading, but it has not made the paradox

disappear.
alt er ed way.

It cont inues to influence our reading but in an
Along with the mother in the poeins, we (as

readers) have come to realize that her creations will face

different fates, and now both of us, reader and mother, are

ready to deal with this kn owl edge, to come to terms with its

implications, in the remaining poems of Ariel.
Foilowing "Arie1" and Death & Co." in the collection is

"Lesbos," a poem that figures more prominently in another
plot line developing in the story but important to our read
ing because it introduces another child in the mother's

. . ■ ■- ■ - 2
life.

■ ■ " '•
. ■■
■
'v- .
Up to this point, we have partic ipated in her rela

tionship with only one infant, the child of "Morning Song."

(The two inf ant s of "D eath & Co.," we remember, are simply
metaphorical representations of
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the mother's creations

rather than two individual. human babies.)

11 becomes Sig-^

nificant that the mother of "Lesbos" speaks of her two in

fants as human because we learn that we are now dealing with
the mother's relationship to her biological children instead

of the metaphorica1 children of nature and poetry in "Death
& Co."

"The relationship we will now follow will be a human

one, the naturally maternal one.

We find only one infant in "Nick and the Candlestick."

As she watches a candle burn, his mother speaks to him in

the same first-person narrative we remember from "Morning
Song."

And as in "Morning Song," this narrative t ak es pi ace

in the family home.

The home, however, is different:

it is

a cave, an "old echoer" (1. 11), where the voices of the
baby

and his mother sound and reverberate.

d a rk pi a c e?

Where is this

Th is is not the home we remember from "Morning

Song"; it has changed.

Now it has no window, no walIs; no

1ight of dawn illuminates the scene.
place, a natural shelter.

It is a primitive

We recognize again th e as s o

ciations with the natural and the artful.

The c ave, though

it is a we t and dark cavity, is hung with "s oft rugs--/The
last of Victoriana" (11, 33-34), the trappings of civilized
art.

It is more than cave, ultimately; it is a home but a

home where the natural origins of the child (and of his

mother) are acknowledged.
The child is affirmed

mother in this poem.
here?" (1. 23).

as a n a t u r a1 c reation of his

She asks, "0 love, how did you get

And she calls him "embryo" (1. 2A) who
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remembers "even in sleep" (1• 26) the "crossed position" (1•

27)

the fe tal position•

This is an acknowledgement of her

part in his creation, of her natural contribution to his
genesis.

She prepares the cave—their home--for their com-

fort and declares that nature, though it is in part respon
sible for both her life and the baby's, can go about its
business; it is no threat to them,

"Let the stars/Plummet

to their dark address" (11. 35-36), she says.

"Let the mer

curic/Atoms that cripple drip/Into the terrible well" (11.

37-39).

Though nature is responsible for the creation of

the child, this child is more than na ture i

He is "the baby

in the barn" (1. A2); he is like the Christ child, born of
woman but greater than nature.

and the Candlestick":

This is the child of "Nick

the bio1ogic a1 creation of his

mother--not the immortal creation of art but something even
more precious—the creation who transcends both a r t and
nature.

We meet the child and his mother again in "You're," an
other first-pe rson narrative address ed to her child.

She

again compares him to things both natural and artific ial,
things biological and created.

He is "Gilled 1 ike fish" (1.

3), "Snug as a bud" (1. 13); he is a "prawn" (1. 12), a
"creel of eels" (1. 15), a "Mexican bean" (1. 16).
Conversely, he is "A common-sense/Thumbs-down on the dodo's

mode" (11. 3-4), avoiding biological extinction by his wit.
He is "Right, like a well-done sum" (1. 17), behaving ex
actly as he was made to behave.
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And most importantly, he is

"A clean slater with [his] own face on" (1. 18).

his mother's affirmation of his identity.

This is

In this poem he

becomes not onlxy the precious child of "Nick and the
Candlestick," but he becomes himself, an autonomous human

being loosed from the biological bond and the emotional

tethers with which he began his life and, significantly to
us, his role in the story.
We remember from his first appearance in the story that

he begins his life with at least one sign of autonomy:
voice, his language.
"Nick and

speak.
(1. 7).

But what has beeome of it?

his

In both

the Candlestick" and "you're," we do not hear him

In fact, in the latter poem he is "Mute as a turnip"
We have watched the evolution of this child, from

his associations with both nature and art through his at
tainment of autonomy.

Yet he does not speak.

He takes that final step toward autonomy in the poem
"Balloons," where we encounter not only him and his mother
but another child

as well.

This

other child

the little girl we met in "Lesbos."

we

assume

to

be

This is the first

child's sibling, and her pres enc e indicat es the mother's
affirmation of the humanity of both children.

Th is is not

the second baby of "D eath & Co.," the metaphoric al child of

art who represented the mother's poems.

This is a human

child, 1 ike her first, and consequently, the setting for the
poem is a re al family home, 1ike the one of "Morning Son g."

The poem's scene is one of balloons "Moving and rubbing on
the; s ilk/Invisible air drifts" (11. 5-6).
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We recall the

balloons of "Morning Song," the clear vowels of the child's
language that rose into the air.

We wonder if these are

they, balloons symbolizing of the child's human voice?

In

this poem, the child is playing with a balloon, "Seeming to
see/A funny p ink wo rid he might eat on the other sid e of it"
(11. 23-24).

Could the "funny world" he sees be the one of

human existence, of life and death and art, of humanity?

"He bites,/Then sits/Back" (11. 25-27), while he

"[contemplates] a world clear as water" (1. 28).

Has he, by

biting into the balloon, symbolically reclaimed his voice?
Is this the mute child of "You're," the clean slate, with

his own face on, the compiete human child who has reclaimed
his voice as well as his humanity?
We have

of the story.

seen

the child

come into his

own

in

the course

But we have not discovered a similar sense of

autonomy in the mother.

Instead, she has realized the ori

gins and the identities of her children:

in the poem

"Kindness," she asks, "What is so real as the cry of a

child?" (115).

But she has not yet come to terms with the

origins and the identities of her other creations, her
poems.

The final two poems of the collection deal with this

ques tion.

.

The first of these, "Edge," diffe rs from other

poems we have read in one important way:

while the narra

tive in other poems is first-person, "Edge" is reported from
the third-person point of view.

It is as it we are standing

back from the story, viewing a sc ene that is det ached from
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all that has gone before.

We see a woman, dead, who "wears

the smile of accomplishment" (1. 3).

At each breast, "each.

little/Pitcher of milk, now empty" (1. 10-11), is a child, a
"dead child" (1. 9).

What is happening here?

Is this the

mother of our story?

Are these her children?

If so, are

these the metaphorical children of "Death & Co.," or are
these the human children of "Lesbos" and "Balloons"?

But if

this is the mother of our story, why does she report the
scene from a third-person point of view?

Rather than

answering our questions about the mother's autonomy, this
poem

poses new

ones.

Perhaps an answer lies in the concept of death we dis

covered in "Death & Co."

Perhaps this poem, too, presents a

symbolic death, a separation.
tion?

Is this a Scene of separa

Has the mother, by "fold[ing]/Them back into her

body" (11. 12-13), reclaimed her biological infants--sepa
rated not only her natural children but herself as well from

her other children, her poems?

Is this the acknowledgment

of her natural children from which she wished to escape in
"Tulips"?

Could this acceptance be the reason for her smile

of accomplishment?

The answers come, as we expect, in the final poem of
Ariel, "Words."

This poem is again in the first-person, but

the scene takes place, according to the narrator, "Years

later" (1. lA), indicating that the narrator--the mother--iE

still alive, indicating that the death in "Edge" is, as we
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suspec t ed, a symbolic one•

The mother is "on the road" (1.

15) again as she is in "Ariel," but this time she sieems .in
no hurry, not moying toward any particular destination.

Her

des tination in "Ariel," we remember, is the realization that

her child--the child born of her womb--is mortal, that he
will die.

We

also remember

that she comes to

this

realiza

tion, acknowled ging it in "Death & Co."and that she affirms
her child's natural origins in "Nick and the Candlestick,"
his autonomy in "You're,I' and his voice in "Bal1oons."

The

mother, thus, comes to recognize the complete humanity of
her child, eliminating her need to travel any further toward
that kind of realization.

Why, then, is she again on the

road ?

We must

rememb er

that this

is

the mo ther--the creator-

not only of the natural children but also of her other

children of art—the poems.

She acknowledges the separation

between her biological children and her art children in

"Death & Co." and after that acknowledgement, she affirms
her natural children.

But she does not do

other children, her poems.

the same for her

Not, that is, until now.

She

go es in search of her poems, her "Words," and when she

Encounter[s] them on the road" (1. 15), she finds them "dry
and rider1 ess" (1. 16), loosed from the human voice which

created and controlled them.

She affirms their autonomy,

but there is no joy in it, no smile of accomplishment.

So we have an answer to our ques tions of "Edge."
Although her poems are immortal, they do not give their
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mother the satisfaction

she seems

to

ral children, her mortal children.

ity seem fewer.

receive from

her

natu

The rewards of immortal

The manifestation of mortality, the dead

mother and the dead children of "Edge," is the more valu

able:

"The woman is perfected" (1. 1).

"Edge" thus becomes

not a poem about death but a poem about humanity.

As a

poem, "Edge" does not simply accept mortality; it celebrates
it.

The "words"--the poems--run "dry and rider1ess" for

ever, but the humanity, the children, close, finally, per
fected.

The story ends, then, not on a note of despair but one

of peace and fulfillment.

We have followed a mother's

struggle to define and accept the relationships she shares
with what she has created.

We have seen her begin this

struggle with a paradox, her perception of her natural child
as both a work

of nature and

a work

of art, and we have felt

with her the ambivalence this perception produces.

We have

seen her resolve this paradox through her realization that
the child is one creation and the poem another, seen her
grow through this realization as she affirms her child's
origins, identity, and finally, his humanity.

We have stood

with her as she makes a choice between immortality and
death, andwe have celebrated with

her as she chooses the

latter, chooses mortality with its greater reward, the love
of a child, the love of humanity.
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Notes

^The plot line I follow in my reading of Ariel deals
with the complex relationships among mothers and their
different creations, children and art; I have chosen to
pursue this particular plot because I find it to be the the

most important One at work in the story as a whole.

There

are, however, "subplots" at work in the story as well.

But

to examine these in any detail would prove too ambitioue a
task, given the confines of a Master's thesis.

Therefore, 1

must ask my reader's understanding as I furnish only the

briefest explanation of certain subplots in the unprivileged
s.p-ace ''Of '-a'; footnote.

One subplot follows the relationship of a mother to her

husband, the father of her biological children.

The

relationship is strained, to say the least, and it, too, is
explored through metaphorical patterns of both art and

nature and the role of language.

The poems through which

the plot develops include the following;

"The Couriers,"

"Sheep in Fog," "The Applicant," "Berck-Plage," "Lesbos,"

"Gulliver," "A Birthday Present," "The Rival," "Daddy,"

"Fever 103°," the Bee Poems ("The Bee Meeting," "The Arrival
of the Bee Box," "Stings," "The Swarm," "Wintering"),
"Little Fugue," "Totem," and "Paralytic."

Another subplot deals with a mother's relationship with

herself, with her own body, a relationship that impacts on
each of the others in her life but one that proves too
complex to be treated in the limited space of this paper.
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This plot line is developed metaphorically through such top
ics as biology and astronomy, as well as images of violence
such as mutilation and the holocaust, appearing in many of
the poems previously mentioned as well as the following:

"Lady Lazarus," "Cut," "Elm," "The Night Dances," "Poppies
in October," "Getting Therey'V "Medusa," "The Moon and the
Yew Tree," "Mary's Song," "The Hanging Man," "Years," "The

Munich Mannequins," "Poppies in July," "Kindness,"
and"Contusion•"

As is the case in any story, of course, every part
c ontribut es to the whole.

While some poems are not

mentioned in my reading, others are examined in great
detail, and where applicable, I have drawn from certain

poems that contribute more significantly to the subplots
than they do to the primary plot in order to illuminate the
development of this primary plot 1ine•

Because the children figure prominently in this poem,
we might exp ect it to contr ibu te more signific antly to our
reading than it ultimately does*

But the main focus of the

poem is the husband/father, a character whose role in our
story must be, unfortunately, minimized by the space
constraints of this essay.
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Conclusion

Th£_woman^^£^£er££cted
The question implicit in any conclusion is this:
difference does it make?

What '

What value is there in a reader-

response approach to the poems of A^i.^1?

We might expect

the reader to benefit in the priyileged position as creator

of her own text, but what does an audience-centered reading
.mean-.. •t-o'';PIa.th.''-v

The obvious answer is that by examining the reading
experience rather than the text, we have opened up the text,

making it available to other readers and other interpreta
tions.

By opening the text, we have offered an alternative

way to read Ar^^^, one not subject to the constraints a psy
chological or bio gr aph i-c al in terp r e t ation imposes.
But even more has been accomplished; we have admitted

the feminine reader into the reading experience, and by do
ing so we have gone beyond simply opening the text, we have

freed it.

Ari.el, read in the way main-stream critics sug- .

gest, is a limited experience.

Read in this way, it becomes

little more than a case study of one woman's psychosis.

The

poems come to us over-determined; the story becomes one of
anger and despair.

The voice we hear becomes the voice of

an hy steric--the c astratin g bitc h of and roc en t ric

literature--and the mother becomes a witch.

But with the

gent1ing touch of the feminine reader, the poems shed the
limiting interpretations of the ma in-stream criticism and

become wh at they truly are:

they bee ome art.

Through the influence of the feminine interpretive .

community, the woman reader brings to Ariel reading strate
gies more sympathetic to Plath's collection.

She comes to

the text with a sensitivity to human relationships.

Eveii

more, when the reader is a mother, she brings to the text

the influences of her experience.

She reads with a sympa

thetic indulgence the mother's story.

She understands the

ambivalence, the rage, the fierce protectiveness, and the
tenderness every mother's story must tell.

We have admitted

the feminine reader into the experience of Ariel, and though
not every woman reader is in actuality a mother, her role in

the creation of Ariel allows her to be one.

By reading one.

mother's story, the feminine reader becomes a part of every
mother's story.

But what does this mean to Plath?

Do we, by not recog

nizing her personal life experiences in our reading of
Ariel, exclude her from the text?

Do we create our Ariel at

the expense of silencing Plath?

On the contrary, I prefer to think that rather than,ex
cluding her from the text we are admitting her into our
interpretive community, the community of women readers who

find art in the poems instead of insanity, the community of
readers who experience the triumph of the poems instead of

the despair, the community who can go to Ariel for its joy
instead of its sadness.

Sylvia Plath was a poet, but she

was also a woman who, like us, had her own way of looking at;
the world, and as women we do her a disservice when we fail
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to acknowledge that fact.;

Plath?

What does all of this mean to

Perhaps a h ew gene ration of women re ad ers will

answer with kinder interpretations of Ariel than this

generation hasheen wi11ing to offer.
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